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This study investigated the dynamics of dopamine receptor desensitization and internalization, thereby proposing a new technique for non-
invasive, in vivo measurements of receptor adaptations. The D2/D3 agonist quinpirole, which induces receptor internalization in vitro, was
administered at graded doses in non-human primates while imaging with simultaneous positron emission tomography (PET) and functional
magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI). A pronounced temporal divergence between receptor occupancy and fMRI signal was observed:
occupancy remained elevated while fMRI responded transiently. Analogous experiments with an antagonist (prochlorperazine) and a
lower-affinity agonist (ropinirole) exhibited reduced temporal dissociation between occupancy and function, consistent with a mechanism
of desensitization and internalization that depends upon drug efficacy and affinity. We postulated a model that incorporates internalization
into a neurovascular-coupling relationship. This model yielded in vivo desensitization/internalization rates (0.2/min for quinpirole) consistent
with published in vitro measurements. Overall, these results suggest that simultaneous PET/fMRI enables characterization of dynamic
neuroreceptor adaptations in vivo, and may offer a first non-invasive method for assessing receptor desensitization and internalization.
Neuropsychopharmacology advance online publication, 21 October 2015; doi:10.1038/npp.2015.296
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INTRODUCTION

Receptor desensitization and internalization (RDI) are
synaptic mechanisms that modulate downstream cellular
activity in response to G-protein-coupled receptor (GPCR)
activation by an agonist. RDI has been demonstrated in vitro
for many GPCR systems, including dopamine (DA) D2
receptors (D2Rs; Guo et al, 2009). Measurements in in vitro
systems suggest that the timeframe of internalization is
relatively fast (within minutes of agonist exposure), and
receptors may stay internalized for a much longer time
period (several hours or days; Skinbjerg et al, 2010). These
data suggest that synaptic adaptation mechanisms affect
pharmacodynamics in vivo and thus need to be considered
for optimizing drug doses and strategies to minimize side
effects. Being able to measure RDI and evaluate how its
dynamics affect drug action and function in vivo would be
important to optimize therapeutic treatment for neurologic
and neuropsychiatric diseases. However, methods for
assessing RDI non-invasively in living mammalian brain
are currently unavailable.

In the context of drug–receptor interactions, the classical
occupancy theory postulates that receptors can be either in a
bound or unbound state at the postsynaptic membrane, and
that binding to or unbinding from receptors causes a
functional response (Clark, 1937; Maehle et al, 2002).
In positron emission tomography (PET) blocking or
competition studies, the occupancy model carries the
assumption that changes in radiotracer binding potential
directly reflect availability of a given synaptic receptor
density and, that receptor affinities do not change. This
model provides a valid explanation for some experimental
data: for certain PET ligands, decreases in binding potential
accompany increases in DA concentration, as measured by
microdialysis (Breier et al, 1997; Laruelle et al, 1997). A tight
relationship between endogenous DA measured from
microdialysis and functional magnetic resonance imaging
(fMRI) signal changes is also concordant with the classical
model (Chen et al, 1997, 1999; Choi et al, 2006), though
fMRI signal changes can be affected by different subtypes of
receptors (Mandeville et al, 2013). In addition, similar
temporal responses from fMRI and PET receptor occupancy
due to D2 antagonism (Sander et al, 2013b) support the
classical occupancy theory.
Despite the above findings, there are a number of reported

experimental observations that cannot be explained by the
classical occupancy theory. One consistent observation is
that the decrease in binding potential of D2R antagonist
radiotracers due to amphetamine lasts much longer than the
time course of the drug, or the efflux of extracellular DA.
Moreover, radiotracers such as spiperone and pimozide
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(non-benzamides) show ‘paradoxical’-binding properties
that oppose those predicted from the classical occupancy
theory (Chugani et al, 1988). As proposed previously
(Chugani et al, 1988; Ginovart, 2005; Laruelle, 2000), such
contradictions to the classical theory are likely due to
agonist-induced receptor internalization. The latter can
influence ligand-specific-binding rates by altering receptor–
ligand affinity.
Simultaneous functional imaging with PET and fMRI

provides a novel platform to study functional receptor
dynamics in vivo. Together, the two imaging modalities
enable concurrent measurements of receptor occupancy and
hemodynamic parameters, which reflect induction of GPCR
cellular functions downstream from ligand–receptor com-
plexes. With dynamic data acquisitions and analyses,
changes in biochemical and functional parameters can be
tracked simultaneously in time. Targeting the DA system
pharmacologically with a D2/D3 antagonist leads to PET and
fMRI signal changes that are matched in time, which
provides evidence that hemodynamics are directly linked to
receptor occupancy by neurovascular-coupling mechanisms
under these conditions (Sander et al, 2013b). However, in
agonist-induced competition studies, we postulated that
receptor adaptation mechanisms would alter the function–
occupancy relationship in time.
The purpose of this study was to investigate receptor

adaptation mechanisms and in vivo RDI indices non-
invasively using simultaneous PET/fMRI. First, a biophysical
model of agonist-induced RDI is proposed, together with a
signal model that shows how PET and fMRI data are
affected. We hypothesized that RDI prolongs the decrease in
binding potential from [11C]raclopride but shortens the
fMRI temporal response and diminishes its magnitude
compared with results that would be obtained in the absence
of RDI. Second, imaging experiments with simultaneous
[11C]raclopride-PET and fMRI in non-human primates
(NHP) were performed using injections of graded doses of
two D2 agonists. The temporal and dose responses allow a
novel assessment of agonist-induced receptor adaptation
mechanisms in vivo with the proposed PET/fMRI methods.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Theory

According to the classical occupancy theory, receptor
occupancy by agonist causes a downstream functional
response, which can be observed with PET/fMRI. High-
affinity agonists are known to cause receptor internalization
(Goggi et al, 2007; Lane et al, 2012), and thus we expect the
classical theory to be an insufficient description. Although
in vitro studies have detailed mechanisms of receptor
internalization, a model for an in vivo functional readout
that links non-invasive measurements to RDI has not been
established. Here we describe the main model and how it
relates to experimental in vivo measurements of RDI. More
details with derivations are described in Supplementary
Information.

PET and fMRI signal models. The functional hemody-
namic response (measured as changes in cerebral blood
volume (CBV) in this study) to a D2 agonist can be

expressed in terms of changes in receptor occupancies of the
agonist (ligand L) and endogenous DA, which is displaced
according to the law of mass action. The functional CBV
signal can be modeled through a direct coupling relationship
with occupancy (Sander et al, 2013b):

DCBVðtÞ ¼ ND2BmaxyLðtÞðeL � yð0ÞDAÞ: ð1Þ
ND2 denotes the neurovascular-coupling constant at the
D2R, Bmax the total density of receptors, θL the occupancy of
L and θDA

(0) the basal DA occupancy. Drug efficacy is
described by εL, which is 0 for an antagonist and 1 for a
full agonist. Equation (1) describes a steady-state model that
is not directly dependent on any affinities or rate constants
and assumes a linear approximation between changes in
occupancies of DA and ligand. A general expression and
derivation of equation (1) is provided in Supplementary
Information (Supplementary Equations 1 and 2).

Receptor occupancy, as measured by PET, is derived from
baseline and drug challenge binding potentials and by taking
into account the relative affinity α (ratio of affinity to internal
and external receptors) of the radiotracer:

yPET ¼ yL þ ðyDA � yð0ÞDAÞ þ ð1� aÞyint
ð1� yð0ÞDAÞ

ð2Þ

Equation (2) expresses occupancy as a sum of receptors
bound externally by L and DA, and internally by L. The
relative affinity can take the values α≥ 0 and thus specify
whether internalized receptors are accessible to the
radiotracer.

Dynamic occupancy models. Figure 1 illustrates the
components of the RDI model and their relationship towards
the classical occupancy model. The parameter θint describes
the fraction of internalized receptors and kDI denotes the
RDI rate constant. The model reduces to the classical
occupancy model for kDI= 0. The same model can thus
describe how antagonist and agonist occupancies are related
to the changes in CBV, under the assumption that no
receptor adaptation mechanisms occur. The mathematical
model and its assumptions are described in Supplementary
Information (Supplementary Equation 3a–d). This dynamic
model plus the measurement models for PET and fMRI are a
full description of the RDI model employed in this study for
simulation and parameter estimation.

Animal Model

Two animals (male rhesus macaques: M1 (8 years) and M2
(6 years)) underwent PET/MRI in 12 separate studies.
For each study, the animal was anesthetized, initially with
10 mg/kg ketamine and 0.5 mg/kg xylazene, and maintained
with isoflurane (~1%, mixed with oxygen) after intubation.
Physiological parameters (blood pressure, pulse, end-tidal
CO2, breathing rate, and oxygen saturation) were continu-
ously monitored throughout the study. All studies and
procedures complied with the regulations of the Institutional
Animal Care and Use Committee at Massachusetts General
Hospital.
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Study Design

[11C]Raclopride was injected using a bolus+infusion proto-
col. Infusions employed kbol values (Carson et al, 1993) of 52
and 81 min on average for animals M1 and M2, respectively.
Boluses were administered by hand over a duration of 30 s,
after which infusion at a rate of 0.01 ml/s was started with an
automatic pump (Medrad Spectra Solaris). Specific activities
at time of injection were 3.7± 2.8 mCi/nmol. At ~ 30 min,
the high-affinity D2/D3 agonist quinpirole (KD,D2= 576 nM;
Sokoloff et al, 1990) was injected at one of three different
doses (0.1, 0.2, and 0.3 mg/kg), selected to span a range of
occupancies from ~ 30–80%. Quinpirole was chosen as a
ligand that reliably induces internalization in vitro. Experi-
ments and repeated administration of pharmacological
challenges in all NHPs were separated by at least 2 weeks,
so that results were not influenced from prior history. In
addition, the order of injections was permuted in animal M1
(highest dose given first) versus animal M2 (highest dose
given last) to eliminate potential bias from dose injections.
To test whether a single quinpirole injection desensitizes the
fMRI response to subsequent injections, the quinpirole
injection was repeated 70-120 min after the first dose in
two sessions in animal M2 (0.1 and 0.2 mg/kg). The agonist
quinpirole was compared with a clinically utilized D2/D3
agonist ropinirole, thought to be of lower affinity
(KD,D2= 970 nM; Perachon et al, 1999). We hypothesized
that a lower-affinity agonist would reduce the rate at which

receptors desensitize. In two separate experimental ses-
sions, ropinirole was injected at 0.1 and 0.3 mg/kg in animal
M2. In addition, the D2/D3 antagonist prochlorperazine
was injected at 0.1 and 0.2 mg/kg in animal M2 to serve as a
direct comparison with the agonists, and to investigate
whether the temporal relationship between occupancy and
function that was reported for the short-acting antagonist
raclopride (Sander et al, 2013b) was maintained for an
antagonist with a longer duration of action. Although
the employed ligands have affinity for both D2 and
D3, the results in caudate and putamen, as determined in
this study, are dominated by D2 as the D2/D3 ratio in
caudate and putamen is ~ 95% (Cumming, 2011; Narendran
et al, 2006).

PET/MR Image Acquisition and Reconstruction

Simultaneous PET and MR data were acquired on a
prototype scanner that consists of a BrainPET insert and a
Tim Trio 3T MR scanner (Siemens AG, Healthcare Sector,
Erlangen Germany). A custom-built PET compatible
eight-channel NHP receive array (Sander et al, 2013a)
together with a vendor-supplied local circularly polarized
transmit coil was used for MRI. The phased array enabled
twofold acceleration with GRAPPA (Griswold et al, 2002) in
the anterior–posterior direction. Whole-brain fMRI data
were acquired for the duration of PET imaging with
multi-slice echo-planar imaging (EPI) that had an
isotropic resolution of 1.3 mm and a temporal resolution
of 3 s. Other parameters included FOVMR= 110 × 72.8 mm2,
BW= 1350 Hz per pixel, flip angle= 60° and an echo
time of 23 ms. To improve fMRI detection power,
ferumoxytol (Feraheme, AMAG Pharmaceuticals, Cam-
bridge MA) was injected at 10 mg/kg before fMRI
(Mandeville, 2012).
PET emission data were acquired in list-mode format for

100 min starting with radiotracer injection. Images were
reconstructed with a standard 3D Poisson ordered-subset
expectation maximization algorithm using prompt
and variance-reduced random coincidence events.
Normalization, scatter, and attenuation sinograms (including
attenuation of the radiofrequency coil) were included in the
reconstruction (Catana et al, 2010). The reconstructed
volume consisted of 1.25 × 1.25 × 1.25-mm voxels in a
256 × 256 × 153 matrix, which were downsampled by a factor
of two post reconstruction. Framing intervals were 10 × 30 s,
followed by 1-min frames.

PET and fMRI Data Analysis

PET and MR data were registered to the Saleem-Logothetis
stereotaxic space (Saleem and Logothetis, 2006) with an
affine transformation (12 degrees of freedom, DOF) using a
multi-subject MRI template (McLaren et al, 2009), in which
standard regions of interest were defined based on anatomy.
Alignment of the EPI data used an affine transformation plus
local distortion fields. After motion-correcting (AFNI soft-
ware; Cox, 2012) and spatially smoothing fMRI data with a
2.5-mm Gaussian kernel, statistical analysis was carried out
using the general linear model (GLM). The temporal
response to the drug injection was modeled with a gamma

Figure 1 Schematic illustrating a compartmental model that describes
receptor desensitization and internalization at dopaminergic synapses. The
total number of receptors (Bmax) is composed of available receptors at the
postsynaptic membrane, those bound by an injected agonist, those bound
by endogenous dopamine and desensitized/internalized receptors.
Occupied receptors are in exchange with free ligand in the synaptic space.
Receptors that are occupied by an agonist trigger desensitization and
internalization. As externalization mechanisms are known to be very slow,
we assume that kext= 0 for the duration of time courses we modeled. The
parameters that determine the PET and fMRI signal changes are highlighted
in bold. This shows that PET and fMRI time courses contain complementary
information about receptor adaptation mechanisms. concentr., concentra-
tion; DA, dopamine; fMRI, functional magnetic resonance imaging;
PET, positron emission tomography.
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variate function, in which the time to peak was adjusted to
minimize the χ2/DOF of the GLM fit to the data. A long-
lasting signal change that was distributed in several brain
regions and not generally specific to the striatum was
modeled with a sigmoidal GLM regressor but not included in
the temporal drug profile due to its non-specificity. In
addition, regressors that correspond to translations in three
dimensions and were derived from motion correction were
used in the GLM analysis. The resulting signal changes were
converted to percent changes in CBV by standard methods
(Mandeville et al, 1998).
PET kinetic modeling employed a GLM formulation of the

simplified reference tissue model (SRTM) (Lammertsma and
Hume, 1996), with the whole cerebellum, excluding the
vermis, as the reference ROI and the rate constant (k2) for
the cerebellum derived from the high-binding region
putamen, using a two-parameter SRTM model (Ichise et al,
2003). As binding does not stay constant but is dynamically
altered as a result of the D2 agonist drug challenge, our
kinetic analysis included the time-dependent parameter
k2a(t) (Alpert et al, 2003; Normandin et al, 2012), which
was converted to a ‘dynamic-binding potential’ (DBP; Sander
et al, 2013b).
All PET and fMRI data analysis and generation of

parametric images from voxelwise kinetic modeling were
generated with open-access software (www.nitrc.org/pro
jects/jip). In first-level fixed-effects analyses, all doses
exhibited significant responses in putamen and caudate by
both PET and fMRI. Statistical values used for maps were
computed by regularizing the random effects variance using
about 100 effective DOF in the mixed-effects analysis
(Worsley et al, 2002).

Estimation of In vivo RDI Constants

The RDI model was used to generate a family of CBV curves
for RDI rates in the range of 0.1–0.03/min. An estimate of
the RDI constant for each dataset was then achieved by
minimizing the residual norm between the model and data
after drug injection.

RESULTS

Simulations of the Dynamic Occupancy Model and PET/
fMRI Signal

We investigated how RDI affects the functional (CBV)
response, and PET temporal profiles through simulations of
the dynamic occupancy model (Equations 1 and 2). Unless
specified otherwise, we assumed a full agonist with efficacy 1,
and a radiotracer that does not bind to internalized receptors
(α= 0). Figure 1 illustrates the entire compartmental model
and its relationship with PET and fMRI signals.
Figure 2 shows the simulation results for three RDI rates.

Without RDI (black curves, kDI= 0), CBV follows the time
course of receptor occupancy by the drug. If agonist-induced
RDI occurs with RDI rates 40.01/min (0.03 and 0.2/min are
shown), the PET and CBV temporal responses diverge
noticeably on the timescale of a typical [11C]-PET experi-
ment: the fMRI signal duration is shortened and PET
occupancy stays elevated for a longer time when compared
with the drug occupancy in the absence of RDI. The
temporal divergence increases as RDI rates increase. Without
RDI, the CBV time course peaks at 7 min and returns to
baseline at 56 min, consistent with the occupancy of
drug. A high RDI rate of 0.2/min (light gray curves) causes
the CBV peak to be shifted to 2.8 min and fall below
baseline at 10 min. In addition, the magnitude of the CBV
signal decreases as RDI constants become shorter. Peak
occupancies of 80% would be expected to evoke a peak
CBV signal of − 45% without RDI, based upon prior
antagonist studies and given the assumption that basal DA
occupancy is about 20% (see Supplementary Information for
more details on this assumption). However, simulated
peak CBV amplitudes decrease to − 39 and − 25% with
RDI rates of 0.03 and 0.2/min, respectively. Higher RDI rates
consistently reduce CBV magnitude at all occupancy levels in
simulations.
Predictions of the model on how drug efficacy and affinity

changes of the radiotracer to internalized receptors affect
CBV and PET signals are presented in Supplementary
Information (Supplementary Figures 3 and 4).

Figure 2 Simulation results from the proposed model of receptor desensitization and internalization that show how PET and fMRI signal time courses are
affected for different rates of RDI (kDI) due to a D2/D3 agonist injection at time t= 0. If no RDI occurs, PET and fMRI signals are matched in time. If RDI occurs
with a moderate rate of 0.03/min, PET and fMRI signals start to diverge. With high RDI rates (0.2/min), the fMRI time course is shortened, whereas PET
occupancy stays elevated for much longer. CBV, cerebral blood volume; fMRI, functional magnetic resonance imaging; PET, positron emission tomography;
RDI, receptor desensitization and internalization.
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In vivo Experimental Outcomes

Dose response from occupancy and CBV. Parametric
maps from PET kinetic modeling results (DBPND

peak maps)
and fMRI statistical analysis (CBVpeak maps) from three
doses of quinpirole injections in two anesthetized animals
are shown in Figure 3. Ropinirole injections showed a similar

spatial distribution. Specific binding from PET and negative
CBV changes both showed a localized response in putamen
and caudate. Positive CBV changes were observed for higher
doses outside of the striatum, in thalamus and vermis of the
cerebellum. The measurements from both modalities were
dose dependent: specific binding decreased with increasing
dose of quinpirole, whereas CBV signal showed a progres-
sively larger magnitude with increasing dose. Quantitative
values from the putamen ROI are listed in Supplementary
Table 1 (Supplementary Information) for each quinpirole
and ropinirole dose.

Supplementary Figure 1 (Supplementary Information)
compares peak CBV responses (CBVpeak) with peak
occupancies in putamen and caudate from animal M2.
Values from all quinpirole and ropinirole doses for two
animals are listed in Supplementary Table 1. Data points
were described with a power law fit (a(θpeak)b) to illustrate
that CBVpeak changes exhibit a monotonically decreasing
function versus the occupancy of D2/D3 agonist.

Temporal response from quinpirole doses. Figure 4 shows
a representative PET time activity curve (TAC) for caudate
and cerebellum (reference region), together with the kinetic
modeling fit from dynamic two-parameter SRTM, for the
0.2 mg/kg quinpirole injections in animal M2. The simulta-
neously acquired CBV time course is shown in the bottom
row. For the 0.1, 0.2, and 0.3 mg/kg quinpirole injections in
animals M1 and (M2), the %CBV signal change peaked at 3
(2.3), 2.3 (1.7), and 2.2 (2.1) min, and returned to baseline
within 15.1 (16.1), 8.5 (12.1), and 15.6 (14.5) min. Hence, for
all doses, the %CBV signal change peaked within a few
minutes and returned to baseline quickly. The duration of
the signal was defined as starting with the onset of the
gamma variate GLM regressor until it returned to o0.1%
absolute CBV signal change. In addition to the short negative
response, we observed that the CBV signal returned to a

Figure 3 Parametric maps showing the results from three injection doses of the agonist quinpirole. All maps show imaging data from two animals, analyzed
with a mixed-effects model. Upper row: dynamic-binding potential maps (DBPND

peak) show that specific binding of the radiotracer [11C]raclopride in caudate and
putamen decreases with increasing quinpirole. Lower row: voxelwise maps showing %CBVpeak changes, windowed by a P-value map with Po0.03. As
quinpirole dose increases, the negative CBV signal that is specific to caudate and putamen increases in magnitude. CBV, cerebral blood volume; DBP, dynamic-
binding potential.

Figure 4 Upper: PET time activity curves for the caudate and cerebellum
ROIs for the 0.2 mg/kg quinpirole injection at 35 min (for animal M2), with
kinetic modeling fits from two-parameter SRTM with the cerebellum as the
reference. The arrow at 35 min indicates the time at which the quinpirole
challenge was administered. Lower: corresponding CBV time courses show
a negative response due to the challenge in the caudate ROI. A second
injection of 0.2 mg/kg quinpirole in the same session did not produce a
measurable CBV response in the caudate. CBV, cerebral blood volume; PET,
positron emission tomography; SRTM, simplified reference tissue model.
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positive value above its initial baseline. This slow rise in the
CBV signal was modeled with a sigmoidal GLM regressor
but was not included in the temporal profile as it was non-
specific to the striatum and observable in several brain
regions. Contrary to the fast striatal CBV response, the PET
signal decreased and remained low for the duration of the
experiment in all cases. Kinetic modeling of the PET TACs
with quinpirole challenges showed that changes in DBP(t)
were better described by a sigmoidal function (according to
the Akaike criterion) than any gamma variate function.
Differences in Akaike values ranged from 0 to 29 (mean of
10) with the smallest AIC (best fit) being the sigmoidal fit in
all cases. In cases where the difference in AIC was small, the
gamma variate function was very close in shape to a
sigmoidal curve.

Second quinpirole injections (0.1 and 0.2 mg/kg) 70-120
min after the first dose were administered to test whether the
first response had been altered. In both experimental sessions
with two doses, the second injection showed no detectable
change in the fMRI signal (Figure 4), consistent with
expectations of receptor internalization.

Ropinirole and prochlorperazine results. The temporal
response from injections with lower-affinity agonist ropinir-
ole (0.1 and 0.3 mg/kg) showed robust negative CBV
responses localized to caudate and putamen. Compared with
quinpirole, the CBV time course was similar in shape but
peaked slightly later, at 4.0 and 3.4 min after each dose
injection (Figure 5b). The return to baseline was also slower,
with the CBV response in caudate due to the 0.1 mg/kg
ropinirole dose lasting 28.5 min and that due to the
0.3 mg/kg dose lasting 25.0 min. The PET response for
ropinirole showed that occupancy did not stay elevated but
peaked at 17.8 min after which it decreased. In agreement
with this, kinetic modeling showed that DBP(t) was better
described with a gamma variate rather than sigmoidal
function. The fMRI and PET time courses for ropinirole
were thus less divergent than for quinpirole. In addition, the

CBVpeak magnitude from quinpirole was smaller, despite its
higher potency in vitro, compared with ropinirole, consistent
with predictions of the RDI model. Quinpirole showed a
CBVpeak signal of − 5%, whereas the less potent agonist
ropinirole displayed a CBVpeak signal of − 8.5%, despite
reaching lower occupancy.

Prochlorperazine administration was employed as a
control since, as a D2/D3 antagonist, we expect little or no
RDI in this case. Figure 5c shows that the CBV and
occupancy measures match, suggesting that both time
courses represent the dynamics of the injected drug itself at
the postsynaptic membrane. Compared with the agonists, the
CBV response from prochlorperazine resulted in the largest
peak magnitude of 14.4% at 88% occupancy. These results
are in concordance with the classical occupancy theory.

Estimation of desensitization and internalization con-
stants. Fitting the proposed RDI model to experimental
data, we estimated the in vivo RDI time constants 1/kDI to be
5± 1 min (mean± SD) for the three doses of the D2/D3
agonist quinpirole. Estimates of 1/kDI for the lower-affinity
D2/D3 agonist ropinirole are 8.5± 2.1 min.

DISCUSSION

We have shown that selective D2/D3 agonists elicited
dose-dependent increases in receptor occupancy, together
with decreases in CBV, in caudate and putamen of
anesthetized NHPs. These spatial and dose correlations
between changes in D2/D3 receptor occupancy and changes
in CBV support a neurovascular-coupling mechanism during
receptor-specific activation. This relationship holds for D2/
D3 agonists, as shown in this study with quinpirole and
ropinirole, as well as for D2/D3 antagonists, including
prochlorperazine and raclopride (Sander et al, 2013b).
Consistent with the known coupling of D2/D3 GPCR
stimulation, we observed negative CBV changes in caudate
and putamen, an in vivo measurement of receptor-specific

Figure 5 Time courses of CBV (dotted line) and occupancy (solid line) resulting from exposure to three different pharmacological challenges in animal M2:
(a) the high-affinity agonist quinpirole elicits a very short CBV response, whereas PET occupancy stays elevated for the duration of the experiment. (b) The
agonist ropinirole has a lower affinity compared with quinpirole and results in a slightly longer, though still short, CBV response, whereas occupancy peaks at
17.8 min and then starts to decrease. Compared with quinpirole, ropinirole displays a larger CBVpeak signal at lower occupancy. (c) The antagonist
prochlorperazine shows that CBV and occupancy time courses are matched, and demonstrates that CBV can stay elevated for longer durations in time. The
antagonist showed a reversed CBV sign and the largest magnitude compared with the agonists. Overall, the discrepancy in time between CBV and occupancy
and diminished CBV magnitude for the agonists suggests that RDI affects both PET and fMRI, and can vary with drug affinity and potency. CBV, cerebral blood
volume; fMRI, functional magnetic resonance imaging; GLM, general linear model; PET, positron emission tomography; RDI, receptor desensitization and
internalization
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functional inhibition. These results conform to positive CBV
changes observed due to antagonism at D2/D3, as previously
reported (Sander et al, 2013b). Agonist-induced CBV
changes observed outside of the striatum at high doses could
indicate the activation of regions interconnected to the
striatum or secondary effects of drug exposure.
Dynamic PET and fMRI signals after exposure to D2/D3

agonists (quinpirole, ropinirole) exhibited a pronounced
temporal dissociation: although receptor binding of [11C]
raclopride stayed decreased for a prolonged time, CBV
signals returned to baseline rapidly, much faster than
expected compared to the reported binding offset time of
~ 20 min for the agonist quinpirole (Levant et al, 1992). As
PET and fMRI temporal responses were observed to be
matched for D2/D3 antagonists and consistent with a
classical occupancy model (Figure 5; Sander et al, 2013b),
the agonist-induced temporal divergence suggests additional
physiological mechanisms that modulate signals during
agonist exposure.
Our proposed model suggests how RDI can produce

measurable signal changes using concurrent PET/fMRI.
Although the concept of RDI and evidence for it has been
established in the literature, a quantitative model of RDI that
integrates an in vivo functional readout with direct receptor
measurements has been lacking. If receptors desensitize and
internalize rapidly, our model predicts that PET and fMRI
signals are driven in opposite directions from the expected
binding and response profile of the drug (Figure 2). Our data
are consistent with this RDI model, with the temporal
divergence a measure of RDI rate that can be quantified.
Both experimental data and our model suggest that higher
RDI rates produce greater divergence.

Evidence for In vivo RDI

Several PET studies have suggested that a persistent decrease
in PET signal is due to agonist-induced receptor internaliza-
tion (Guo et al, 2009; Laruelle, 2000; Sun et al, 2003).
Skinbjerg et al (2010) showed that an artificially prolonged
increase in occupancy occurs in wild-type mice after
amphetamine exposure but not in mice that have a knockout
of the β-arrestin-2 gene (ARRB2), which is imperative for
internalization. Suppression of the PET signal was still
evident after 4 h in wild-type animals, whereas the signal had
returned to baseline levels in ARRB2-knockout mice. This
suggests that once receptors are internalized, this state may
be preserved for several hours, with receptors being either
recycled or degraded afterwards (Beaulieu and Gainetdinov,
2011). Our PET data using an exogenous agonist concurs
with this interpretation as we observed a prolonged decrease
in the availability of D2/D3 receptors.
The absence of an fMRI response with a second injection

of the D2/D3 agonist quinpirole after 1-2 h is in agreement
with electrophysiological recordings. These show that
reapplication of quinpirole fails to initiate a second response
in dopaminergic neurons of the ventral tegmental area
(Bartlett et al, 2005). Although receptor signals can be
transduced through the β-arrestin pathway (Lefkowitz and
Shenoy, 2005), the functional consequences mainly include
endocytosis and ERK activation, and we expect the
magnitude and timing to be much less compared to the
amplification of the G-protein-coupled pathway. We thus

did not expect to observe a second response due to a second
quinpirole injection. Moreover, D2Rs may undergo degrada-
tion post endocytosis (Bartlett et al, 2005), which can further
contribute to the long recovery period of D2 receptor
availability.
The D2/D3 agonist quinpirole has been shown to rapidly

induce receptor internalization in vitro (Guo et al, 2009). As
an initial step of this process, receptors desensitize due to
phosphorylation, which decouples them from G-protein
signaling and causes them to become functionally inactive.
Because of this disconnect in the functional signaling chain,
we expected fMRI signal to subside as receptors desensitize
and that this effect would abbreviate the fMRI signal even
when the drug was available for binding. All doses of
quinpirole induced fMRI responses that reached peak
magnitude within minutes and lasted o30 min, suggesting
that RDI occurs rapidly in vivo.
Desensitization and internalization are closely linked

mechanisms that allow dynamic regulation of cell signaling.
Initial desensitization after agonist exposure occurs by
phosphorylation of receptors through kinases (Seeman,
2013), which causes receptors to become functionally
inactive. This desensitization mechanism would itself cause
the fMRI signal to abbreviate, but could neither explain the
prolonged binding decrease nor the lack of a second response
after several hours as dephosporylation occurs on the same
timescale of minutes (Williams et al, 2013). Rather, it has
been shown that phosphorylation can be succeeded by
recruitment of β-arrestin-2, triggering receptor internaliza-
tion after initial desensitization (Beaulieu et al, 2011). Given
the reported time frames of these mechanisms, fMRI may
initially reflect desensitization, whereas PET may be more
sensitive to long-term-binding properties, including inter-
nalization that lasts for hours, or even receptor degradation.
Alternative explanations to the RDI interpretation include

the following. In in vitro settings, it has been shown that the
D2R can exist in a high- and low-affinity state and can
change between states in response to pharmacological
injections (Seeman et al, 2006), which may explain our
observations. The state of the receptor is determined by the
affinity of DA to bind, but exogenous drugs seem to have
identical affinity for high- and low-affinity receptors
(Seeman, 2011). Although the existence of the two affinity
states has been detected in homogenized tissues, in vivo
states are less well established. Moreover, the high-affinity
state is understood to be functionally active, whereas the low-
affinity state is linked to receptor internalization (Ko et al,
2002). The effects we observed on both PET and fMRI data
may thus be the result of a change in affinity states, providing
a way to image different affinity states of the D2/D3 receptor.
The time course of the observed CBV signal on its own

could be explained without RDI if quinpirole were a weak
partial agonist, exhibiting a biphasic response within a
classical occupancy model. However, this explanation cannot
simultaneously account for the PET response, which should
resolve towards baseline much more rapidly. Alternatively,
the data could be explained by desensitization without
internalization if quinpirole binds to synaptic D2/D3
receptors for the duration of the experiment. However,
quinpirole binding to the receptor is not expected to last
several hours, with 1/koff being ~ 20 min (Levant et al, 1992).
In addition, there is considerable evidence from in vitro
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studies that quinpirole is an agonist causing receptor
internalization with high functional potency (Gardner and
Strange, 1998), and is used as a reference for evaluating the
efficacy of other D2/D3 agonists (Coldwell et al, 1999;
Perachon et al, 1999). The pieces of evidence presented in
this study, together with current literature from in vitro data
and in vivo imaging, strongly point towards receptor
desensitization, followed by internalization, being the
mechanism underlying our observations of divergence
between apparent occupancy and function in vivo.

Desensitization and Internalization Model for In vivo
Quantification

We investigated the effect of affinity changes of internalized
receptors to available ligands in order to address the signal
mechanisms underlying these non-invasive imaging mod-
alities (Supplementary Information; Supplementary Figure
4). Although neurotransmitters such as DA do not passively
cross cell membranes, PET ligands appear to access
internalized receptors with altered affinity. Some data
suggest that raclopride cannot access internalized receptors
(Sun et al, 2003), whereas others report binding with a
reduced affinity (Guo et al, 2009), which can lead to
underestimation of occupancy (Seeman et al, 1989). If the
affinity of raclopride for internalized receptors does not
change, then the PET signal is a measure of total receptor
availability, although a subset of these receptors would be
functionally inactive. But if the affinity to internalized
receptors is reduced, then a component of observed elevated
occupancy reflects a low affinity rather than increased
binding density. Conversely, if internalization increases the
affinity for the radioligand by preventing efflux more than
influx of the radioligand, then PET could report drug-
induced reductions in apparent receptor occupancy
(Supplementary Figure 4). This scenario has been hypothe-
sized as an explanation for paradoxical results obtained using
spiperone (Chugani et al, 1988). Differences between
spiperone binding and raclopride binding could be inter-
preted either as spiperone but not raclopride being able to
access internalized receptors or spiperone having increased
affinity to internalized receptors and raclopride-reduced
affinity (Trevor Young et al, 1991). In either case, raclopride
would have reduced affinity to internalized receptors,
consistent with our observations.
The RDI model predicts that CBV peak magnitudes

decrease with higher RDI rates, consistent with our
experimental data. Although quinpirole has higher affinity
than ropinirole, it produced a smaller CBV magnitude at
higher occupancy. Together with a later CBV peak and
slower return to baseline for ropinirole, this suggests that
RDI is less pronounced compared with the higher-affinity
agonist quinpirole. This is supported by our rate estimates,
according to which quinpirole has a shorter RDI time
constant. The RDI rate-dependent magnitude changes can
thus modify the CBV versus occupancy relationship, which
may provide an additional indication (apart from temporal
dissociations) for differentiating RDI rates among agonists.
Dynamic simultaneous PET/fMRI measurements com-

bined with the appropriate multimodal signal model enable
the measurement of RDI in vivo and a quantitative estimate
of rates, which to date have not been measured in vivo to our

knowledge. Comparing our model with the experimental
data, in vivo RDI rates of quinpirole are ~ 0.2/min. This is
consistent with in vitro measurements of internalization time
constants, which are reported to be on the order of 5 min
(Guo et al, 2009). Although these results suggest that in vivo
and in vitro RDI rates are on the same order of magnitude,
other conditions, such as the recycling of receptors, may
affect and alter RDI rates in vivo. However, in the absence of
any other in vivo measurements, our comparisons are
limited to in vitro rates. Our study provides a starting point
to investigate the timescales of these mechanisms in an
in vivo setting.

Study Limitations and Future Extensions

The magnitude of binding potentials before and after drug
challenges could be affected by animals being anesthetized. It
has been shown previously that pharmacological challenges
administered under 1.5–2% isoflurane anesthesia result in a
larger decrease in binding potential when compared with
awake animals (Tsukada et al, 1999). Continuous infusion of
ketamine itself can decrease striatal binding of [11C]
raclopride and thus affect PET quantification (Tsukada
et al, 2000). In our study, we applied a single dose of
ketamine injection and kept isoflurane to ~ 1%, so that we
expect these effects to be small. Although absolute magni-
tudes may be affected, we do not expect our study outcomes
to change due to anesthesia as they largely depend on within-
animal comparisons.
Our imaging data cannot provide direct evidence for RDI

mechanisms. But considering the pieces of evidence and
their discussion outlined above, the current literature, and
the absence of any other known mechanisms that could
explain the discrepancy we observed in our data, RDI is
likely to have a strong role. In light of neurovascular coupling
to occupancy occurring for antagonists, we suggest that
desensitization and internalization are the most parsimo-
nious mechanisms that can explain both the CBV and
occupancy data, and fit with all known characteristics
associated with RDI kinetics and molecular biology. Future
extension of this work can be directed towards investigating
and comparing other pharmacological compounds that are
well-characterized in vitro, to serve as a basis for interpreting
in vivo dynamics. Moreover, imaging genetically modified
animals that cannot downregulate D2/D3 receptors (eg,
ARRB2 knockouts as in Skinbjerg et al, 2010) and comparing
their CBV-occupancy time courses due to agonist injection
to wild-type animals would provide more direct evidence of
RDI mechanisms. Studies like that could even delineate a
component of the CBV response that correlates with receptor
downregulation.

Neuroscientific and Clinical Implications

Measuring RDI dynamics in vivo is important in order to
elucidate drug responses and to establish links to behavior.
Repeated exposure to agonists in rodents and NHPs has been
linked to supersensitivity (Bolaños-Jiménez et al, 2011) and
this phenomenon has been suggested to have a role in the
development of schizophrenia (Seeman and Seeman, 2014).
However, to date, it is challenging to directly compare acute
effects of high-dose agonist exposure directly with existing
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rodent behavioral studies, which typically differ by the dose
and route of administration. Behavioral patterns change
versus time and dose, with biphasic patterns attributed to
pre- vs postsynaptic function (Arnsten et al, 1995; Eilam and
Szechtman, 1989) or to a balance between excitatory and
inhibitory stimulation (Winstanley et al, 2010). Carrying out
imaging studies that combine readouts of occupancy,
function, and behavior in awake animals could shed light
on these patterns and their link to RDI.
Receptor states and dynamics may be affected in disease

and further modified through drug therapy. Full or partial
D2 agonists are approved for the treatment of, eg, movement
disorders and psychiatric disease but it is unknown how both
short- and long-term exposure of drugs affects receptor
dynamic function. The dynamic function of other receptor
systems has also been suggested to be affected by RDI. The
5-HT2A receptor system has shown similar observations as
the D2/D3 receptor system that can be attributed to
internalization, though further insight into RDI would be
needed (Gründer et al, 1997). The regulation of receptor
trafficking in, eg, the glutamate system has been linked to
schizophrenia (Hall et al, 2015), and altered serotonin and
DA levels have been suggested to affect 5-HT2A internaliza-
tion (Bhattacharyya et al, 2006), thus having an important
role for drug treatments in anxiety and depression. The
ability to measure RDI dynamics in vivo could help clarify
disease mechanisms, advance therapeutic treatment, and
evaluate drug efficacy in neurological and neuropsychiatric
disorders.
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